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Objectives

State the basic requirements of the law. 
Identify the various disabilities students might have 
and how those disabilities affect students’ online 
learning experience.
Use an online service to test a Web page for 
accessibility.
Create accessible learning activities for online 
information that is problematic.



Introduction

Statistics: US Census Bureau
Web use in the US
Accessibility initiatives



Legislation

Americans with Disabilities Act
Rehabilitation Act
– Section 504
– Section 508



Exceptions

National security systems
Public Web pages of a vendor 
Products used that are incidental to a contract
Systems used for routine administrative and 
business applications
Undue burden



Undue Burden

When compliance with the provisions of these 
standards imposes an undue burden, agencies shall 
provide individuals with disabilities with the information 
and data involved by an alternative means of access 
that allows the individual to use the information and 
data.
Undue burden means significant difficulty or expense; 
analogous to the term "undue hardship" in Title I of 
the ADA.



Legal Issues

ADA case law has established that Web sites are places 
of public access
Colleges and universities are subject to the ADA and 
Section 504
DOJ, DOE, and OCR are using Section 508 to judge 
equal access and effective communication
Reauthorization of Rehabilitation Act may make 508 
mandatory for 504 subject entities



Using the Web

Types of disabilities: 
– Visual
– Aural
– Motor
– Cognitive
– Emotional/Neurological

Accommodating disabilities



Exercises

Keyboard navigation
WebAIM simulations
JAWS demo



Break



Different ways of making PowerPoint 
accessible



Use PowerPoint presentation

Use PowerPoint presentation and HTML–
based version for accessibility
Drawback: Huge file size
Benefit: Printer friendly



Drawbacks of Traditional PowerPoint 
presentation

Not accessible. Not read by the reader.
If the student does not have PowerPoint plug–
in or PowerPoint installed on their computer , 
they can’t access them.



Save as Webpage

Save as ppt web page and HTML-based version for accessibility 
Drawbacks:

– Not fully accessible as Images are not read by the reader. 
– The contents read by the reader are very confusing. Why?

Frames. Reader reads left frame before reading right 
frame.

– First read the content and then textboxes
– Not printer friendly. One slide at a time

Benefit:
Small file size



Flash Slides

Use Flash to create slides show for presentation and HTML–
based version for accessibility

Drawbacks:
Not printer friendly
Time consuming

Benefits:
Small file size
Not cluttered information like saving as web page



PowerPoint ADD-ON

The University of Illinois has created an add-on 
to PowerPoint that does a good job of 
converting PowerPoint slides into an 
accessible HTML format, but requires lot of 
clean up in the HTML file. 
http://www.webaim.org/techniques/powerpoint/

http://www.webaim.org/techniques/powerpoint/


Conclusion

PowerPoint is a good tool for classroom teaching not 
online teaching.
For online teaching there isn’t a single method which 
produces satisfactory results.
Lot of cleaning needs to be done to make them 
accessible to the students.
Discourage using PowerPoint presentations in online 
teaching.



PDF Accessibility

Yes – No – Maybe?



PDF is Accessible

Using Acrobat 6.0



Flash Accessibility

Yes – No – Maybe?



Flash is Accessible

Flash Demo
1. Flash writes HTML for accessibility.
2. Keyboard Access.



What is Required?

Separate Text File
Keyboard Access  



Structure Vs. Presentation

An element (e.g., P, STRONG, BLOCKQUOTE in 
HTML) that specifies document structure is called a 
structural element. 
An element that specifies document presentation (e.g., 
B, FONT, CENTER) is called a presentation element.
– The presentation of a document is how the 

document is rendered (e.g., as print, as a two-
dimensional graphical presentation, as a text-only 
presentation, as synthesized speech, as Braille, 
etc.)



Structure 

Within the document body, structural markup includes 
such things as: 
Headers 
Paragraphs and breaks 
Lists, Blockquote
Tables (especially when used as intended: for tabular 
data) 
Strong
em



Presentation

Alignment values (right, left, center, justify) 
Color values 
Fonts,size(pt) 
Borders
Table Linearization



Why is it Important?

For the person with a disability.
Content in a user friendly method.
Future adaptation to new technology.
We want the user to have an experience that is 
as clear as possible.



Other Online Issues

Clear and simple language
Intuitive Navigation
Meaningful (contextual) hyperlinks
Explicit email links (using addresses vs. 
description)
Good visual contrast



Resources

Template Demo
Developer’s Guide



Validation

Checklists 
Online Web page validation tools
– Choices
– Usefulness
– Limitations



Bobby

Free service from WatchFire
Tests against WCAG –or- Section 508
Limited to 1 page per minute
Pages must be on public Internet
Desktop version is available







WAVE

Free tool from WebAIM
Tests 3 levels of WCAG, Section 508, or both
Lets you set preferences
Tests pages on the Internet, uploaded from 
your computer, or on-the-fly if you install a 
browser tool





Cynthia Says

Free from HiSoftware
Tests 3 levels of WCAG or Section 508
Tests about 1 page per minute
Pages must be on the public Internet
Desktop version is available





Support

Web resources
WCDT
Disability Services
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